Rosatom Executives Memorandum on Commitment
to the Sustainable Development Principles

1. The State Atomic Energy Corporation Rosatom (Rosatom) is a Sustainable
Tech Corporation with the focus on improving quality of living in all regions of its
presence. Considering its overall activities and specific nuclear power plant (NPP)
construction projects, Rosatom’s operations make a significant contribution to the
achievement of the UN Sustainable Development Goals (the SDGs), primarily:
1) SDG 7: Affordable and clean energy; SDG 8: Decent work and economic
growth; SDG 9: Industry, innovation and infrastructure; SDG 12: Responsible
consumption and production; SDG 13: Climate action; SDG 17: Partnerships for
the goals;
2) SDG 3: Good health and well-being; SDG 4: Quality education; SDG 11:
Sustainable cities and communities are also considered vital in the course of
Rosatom’s activities;
3) Taking into account Rosatom’s product portfolio, we pay special attention
to the prevention of risk related to negative impacts on SDG 6: Clean Water and
Sanitation, SDG 14, 15: Preservation of Water and Land Ecosystems that may be
related to our operations.
2. Rosatom is committed to sustainable performance in Russia and abroad in
the countries of its presence in line with the UN Global Compact principles (ESG –
Environmental, Social and Governance): evaluating the efficiency of its operations
and establishing specific ESG goals; developing partnerships to achieve the UN
SDGs; continuing an open dialogue with stakeholders on topics related to
sustainable development. We strive to ensure that all Rosatom's statements and
commitments in regard to the contribution to the UN SDGs and the UN Global
Compact principles are supported by practical actions and specific results.
3. Priority of the sustainable development agenda for Rosatom in general and
within each product area is a baseline for achieving our strategic goals 2030,
including midterms 2024. Bearing in mind key specifics of Rosatom’s product

portfolio and geography of its operations, we develop ESG risk management system
and monitor relevant market opportunities in our activities.
4. We believe, Rosatom’s product portfolio should comply with the criteria
stipulated by the Rosatom internal sustainability qualification procedure1, as well as
with national and international regulations on sustainable and green products and
projects2. Such compliance is considered to be a part of business development
process. We pay special attention to the climate and environmental efficiency of our
operations, including focus on “Do no significant harm” principle, e.g. preventing
negative impacts on human health and the environment. Rosatom’s strategic priority
in this regard is to develop products and projects for efficient energy transition both
in Russia and abroad in the countries of its presence.
5. Rosatom is a world leader in technologies for clean and safe nuclear energy.
We make our best efforts to ensure that nuclear energy comply with the ESG
requirements, including national and international ESG regulations. Together with
utmost importance of climate change combat, we are confident that it is impossible
to achieve the global net-zero without nuclear energy. It is our commitment to fulfill
our time and budget obligations for construction of NPP, product supply,
performance of works and provision of services as a contribution to achievement of
national and global climate goals. We consider our special priority to provide to all
our stakeholders in Russia and abroad full and transparent information about climate
efficiency, safety and security of Rosatom’s technologies and solutions for human
health and the environment. Rosatom places a priority to development of
technologies for closing nuclear fuel cycle, as well as improvement of efficiency of
radioactive waste management and spent nuclear fuel management.
6. Constant development of human potential and the human-centered approach
are Rosatom’s strategic objectives. Implementing social aspects of the UN Global
Compact principles, we pay special attention to guarantees of equal opportunities

1

ref. Clause 7.8 of the Unified Industry Policy on Sustainable Development of Rosatom State Corporation and its
Organizations dated 25.12.2020 No. 1/1623-P
2
Including EU Taxonomy on sustainable finance, Taxonomy of green projects and Taxonomy of adaptation projects
of the Russian Federation, Climate bonds initiative taxonomy (CBI), LMA sustainable financing principles (including
Green loan principles), ICMA sustainable financing principles (including Green Bond Principles).

for our employees in Russia and abroad in the countries of its presence. We
especially ensure that this principle applies to vulnerable groups of employees, such
as women, youth, seniors and employees with disabilities.
7. Rosatom as a high-tech company implements digitalization through the
development of useful and up-to-date digital products and solutions. Such
technologically advanced approach facilitates optimization of internal and external
business processes in Rosatom.
8. Rosatom strive to ensure that all our stakeholders have access to full and upto-date information on the relevant aspects of Rosatom's activities. We appreciate an
open dialogue regarding Rosatom’s activities in Russia and abroad in the countries
of its presence and support any form of such a dialogue based on the principles of
professional ethics and mutual respect.

